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OFFSETTING
CARBON
EMISSIONS
Carbon offset schemes allow individuals and
companies to invest in environmental projects
worldwide to balance out their carbon footprints.
It is a fast and effective means that enables the
global society to mitigate negative impacts and
align to key areas of the Paris Agreement.

Companies are adapting to increasing demand
from consumers and investors for more active
and climate-conscious strategies. A carbon credit
offsetting scheme contains a valuable potential of
effectuating such demand by improving the
Environmental Social Governance ratio through
primarily biogenic sequestration.

CARBON CREDITS
A carbon credit is a permit that entails a
certain amount of carbon dioxide or other
greenhouse gases, prevented from being
emitted.
One carbon credit is equal to the emission of
one metric ton of carbon dioxide.

CARBON OFFSETTING

INCENTIVIZING
BIOGENIC
CARBON CAPTURE

Carbon offsetting refers to a reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions – or an increase in
carbon storage – that through emissions
reduction activities is used to compensate for
emissions that occur elsewhere.
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THE TWO
CARBON MARKETS
COMPLIANCE

VOLUNTARY

Used by companies and

Operates in parallel of the

governments that are legally

compliance markets, allowing

mandated to offset their

private companies and

emissions.

individuals to purchase carbon
offsets on a voluntary basis.

Regulated through international,
regional and sub-national

The main objective for acquiring

carbon reduction schemes, such

carbon credits, is to neutralize

as the European Union

the carbon footprint, motivated

Emissions Trading Scheme and

mainly by Corporate Social

the California Carbon Market.

Responsibility, ESG index and
public relations.

THE BENEFITS OF VOLUNTARY MARKETS

01

Avoidance of double counting carbon credits, meaning that the impact of the carbon offsets can
only be claimed once. As the credit gets retired (cancelled in a registry), it can not be sold again.
Voluntary registries are interlinked and cross-examined.

02

Investors have the opportunity to customize and actively choose projects of preference, such as
location, source of sequestration, and stakeholders.

03

Voluntary carbon credits are significantly more fluid, easily accessible, and unrestrained by
boundaries set by nation-states or political unions.
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WHAT WE OFFER
Nordic Waves offers traceable, and verified carbon credits that hold best-in-class
certifications possible on the voluntary carbon market.
We help clients that are aspiring for net-zero, net-negative, or improved ESG ratios achieved
through the purchase of carbon offsetting credits. Carbon offsetting through biogenic sequestration
is the fastest, cheapest, and most scalable way of means, and also a highly effective way to create
valuable and measurable results for both the project developer and project investor.
Carbon offsetting schemes can be relatively complex to interpret, and thus fairly risky to navigate in.
This is where Nordic Waves steps in. Through our extensive research, close dialogue with
handpicked and validated partners for project developments and on-ground control, double
affirmation of project certificates, and third-party validations, Nordic Waves is your insurance and
safety measure toward markets that are easily manipulated by greenwashing, corruption, and lack
of carbon credit traceability.
Through our efforts, we can assure long-term documentation and validation of your investment.

VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKETS

GREW 20% IN 2020

THE VALUE OF CARBON
MARKETS IN 2020 WAS

$USD 277 BILLION

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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HOW IT WORKS
CLIENT CONTRIBUTES
TO A NORDIC WAVES
CARBON OFFSETTING
PROJECT.

NORDIC WAVES ENGAGES IN A
PRE-ASSESED AND CERTIFIED
OFFSETTING PROJECT.

CLIENT LOOKING TO
OFFSET EMISSIONS AND
IMPROVE ESG RATING.
CLIENT RECEIVES
CREDITS FOR THE
INVESTMENT.

CREDITS ARE RETIRED TO ENSURE
BEST SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES
WITH NO DOUBLE-COUNTING OR
SPECULATION BY TRADING.

ALL OF OUR CARBON CREDITS ARE
AUTHENTHIC

ADDITIONAL

VERIFIED

CERTIFIED

There is evidence that the

The emissions reductions

A neutral, third-party

Emissions reductions are

project actually removes

would not occur without

auditor has verified the

accurately measured, and

or prevents emissions.

those project activities.

emissions reductions.

documented.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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TYPES OF

CARBON OFFSETTING
WITHIN THE VOLUNTARY
CARBON MARKETS
Carbon
offsetting
methods

Avoidance
credits

Energy
Efficiency

Renewable
Energy

Fuel
Switching

Removal
credits

Afforestation

Reforestation

Capture &
destruction
credits

Methane
Gas
Destruction

Industrial
Gas
Destruction

REDD+

There are multiple types of carbon offsetting projects, with specific benefits to each and every one of
them. At Nordic Waves, we are working with projects within REDD+, Fuel Switching, and Methane Gas
Destruction.
We work with these projects, as they all have a high degree of social benefits for the local community,
in comparison to other types of carbon projects, and in general projects with societal benefits along with
emissions reductions are seen as more attractive. Forestry carbon is the largest category of these credits,
representing the most issuances of new credits per year over the past decade.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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OUR
PROJECTS

Nordic Waves currently holds
a portfolio of 50+ biogenic
sequestration projects
located in both Brazil and
Indonesia. We have strong
aspirations of having doubled
our portfolio by end of 2022.
We are pursuing to further
diversify our product
portfolio by broadening the
variety of carbon
sequestration sources, such
as blue carbon and
technological carbon
sequestration, whilst further
extending our geographical
areas of impact.

OUR CERTIFICATIONS

THIRD-PARTY VERIFIED

REDD+
The VCS Program is the world’s most widely

The majority of our projects in the Amazon are REDD+

used voluntary carbon scheme, containing

which means Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and

the highest standards possible.

Forest Degradation, through forest conservation.

AVOIDED METHANE COMPOSTING
Gold Standard for the Global
Goals allows the issuance of
certified SDG impacts.

These projects focus on reducing methane emissions by
transforming swine manure into a high-quality and
nutrient-rich organic compost, used by producers for the
cultivation of grains and vegetables or for sale to the
community.

RENEWABLE BIOMASS FUEL SWITCH
The SocialCarbon Standard is focusing on

Projects focused on replacing the use of non-renewable

enhancing co-benefits of carbon projects

fuel (native firewood) with renewable biomass (waste from

such as biodiversity and active participation

local agribusiness). Through such initiatives, GHG

of local communities. It does not quantify or

emissions and deforestation are reduced in the Amazon

verify carbon offset credits and is therefore

forest.

used in conjunction with other certifications.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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When obtaining carbon credits there is a direct positive correlation to having mitigated GHG emissions.
However, the benefits of carbon offsets go beyond emissions reduction. All of our carbon projects contain
co-benefits within three categories.

Social

Environmental

Economical

The positive effects of the projects covering our portfolio can be translated into 11 out of 17 SDGs. This is
reasoned by the variety and great extent of correlations and chain events that are following the initial
investments and efforts from our work.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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ENVIRONMENTAL
SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
As of March 2021, the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation made it mandatory
for a wide range of financial services participants including investment firms and fund
managers to disclose and report on their ESG ratings. By buying carbon credits your ESG
rating will be positively impacted, making your company more attractive for clients,
partners, and investors.

INVESTING WITH ESG
A good Environmental Social Governance rating appears to have a direct
positive impact on companies, by increasing growth, minimising risk and
attracting investors.

Research shows that ESG integration grew at a compound annual
growth rate of 27%, while negative screening fell 3%.

When minimizing risk ESG investing appears to provide downside
protection, especially during social or economic crises. In the first
1 26 ESG index funds
quarter of 2020 (COVID-19) downturn, 24 of
outperformed their conventional counterparts, which they
credited ESG to leading to more resiliency.

58% of the time, there is a positive correlation between ESG
and financial performance in comparison to conventional
investments.

1. Rockefeller Asset Management, NYU Stern (2021) ESG AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

1
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EU TAXONOMY
In combatting global warming, it is vital that we direct investments towards sustainable projects and activities. To
achieve this, a common language and a clear definition of what is ‘sustainable’ is needed. To do so, the EU
taxonomy was created as a classification system that establishes a list of environmentally sustainable economic
activities. This provides companies, investors, and policymakers with appropriate definitions for which economic
activities can be considered environmentally sustainable.
The EU taxonomy seeks to create security for investors, protect private investors from greenwashing, help
companies to become more climate-friendly, mitigate market fragmentation and help shift investments where they
are most needed.

The Taxonomy Regulation establishes
six environmental objectives where
the first two will take effect on January
2022 and the rest in January 2021

1

1: Sustainalytics (2021)
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APPEAL TO YOU
"If your brand isn’t helping your consumers improve their environmental
and social footprint, then you’re in danger of disappointing 88% of them"
- Forbes

As consumers are becoming more conscious and concerned about
the climate, companies that take action against environmental
degradation can gain significant appeal.
One strategy to appeal to clients' sense of climate action is buying
carbon credits on their behalf. Some companies already offer their
clients a possibility to offset their purchases or services through
previously bought carbon credits. This strategy can be extremely
beneficial for a climate positive brand image.

NET-ZERO STRATEGY
The first initiatives to pursue corporate net-zero targets will be the leaders that advocate for "better business".
Whether it is hedging against the risk of ever-tightening government policies, investor scrutiny, or creating business
opportunities in zero-emission solutions, achieving a net-zero carbon strategy requires carbon offsetting to negate
the embodied carbon emissions.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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THE COSTS OF

CARBON CREDITS
Carbon credit prices are influenced by the law of supply and demand, but credit pricing goes
far beyond such economic mechanisms.

01

03

PROJECT LOCATION
The wealth of the country where the
project is located is key in the pricing of
the credit. It affects the costs of project
developments, operations, and control
mechanisms which are key to total pricing.

PROJECT TYPE
Does the project have a high focus on
social aspects, local communities, or
protecting biodiversity? If so, this reflects
in higher operating costs which translates
to increased prices.

02

CARBON CREDIT VINTAGE

04

CARBON CREDIT VOLUME

The vintage refers to the year in which the
activities took place that led to carbon
emissions reduction. Newer issuances
tend to be more expensive.

The volume factor represents the number
of credits purchased. The smaller the
purchase volume, the higher the price,
which is closely connected to our partner
administrational costs.

FLUCTUATING MARKETS
The gross costs of certified carbon credits have increased 1100% from 2017 to
2021. We do not expect these market conditions to stabilize anytime soon, which
underlines the turbulent waters and volatile variables we are manoeuvring in.
Nordic Waves believes a stable pricing strategy is the key to our customer
service.
Based purely on market price developments in recent years, the sooner your
purchase, the more lucrative and cost-effective becomes your investment.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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PRICING
Based on the current market conditions (2021), we can offer carbon credits in the range of 9,5 - 13,5 EUR,
depending on project types, and volumes.
As your partner, and before initiating the process of purchase, Nordic Waves offers a free consultation to
reassure that all needs and questions are taken into accounts, e.g. documentation processes, operations, double
validations, or priority of focus on either Environmental or Social aspects in ESG- or net-zero strategies.

Nordic Waves offers two types of purchases: ONE-TIME purchases, and SUBSCRIPTION packages.
Subscription packages are priced ≈ 7% lower per credit compared to one-time purchases.

ONE-TIME PURCHASE
You know the budget you can allocate

We create a package of carbon credits

towards carbon credits

based on your wishes and budget.

You know the number of credits you
want to purchase.

We assemble a price offer for you based
on your preferences regarding project
choices.

NORDIC WAVES GROUP
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
In Nordic Waves we like to stand out by offering our clients fixed prices for 6-month
increments in our subscription packages.*
*The subscription is paid twice a year.

SUBSCRIPTION
PACKAGES

CREDITS
VOLUME

PRICE
(€/EUR)

Small 1
Small 2

250
500

€3.125
€6.250

Medium 1
Medium 2

750
1000

€9,375
€11,250

Large 1*
Large 2**

5.000
10.000

€56,250
€87,500

*customers that sign up for a Medium 2 and Large 1 subscription receive a standing discount of 10%.
**customers that sign up for a Large 2 subscription receive a standing discount of 30%

ADAPTING TO OUR CLIENTS NEEDS
As an extra service, we like to offer clients our assistance with choosing credits or tailoring packages so they
reflect client needs, or adapt to certain focus areas and improve specific targets within net-zero, CSR, or ESG
strategies.

EXAMPLE
Our client wishes to subscribe to 500 carbon credits, with a primary priority of focusing on social aspects. Nordic
Waves scouts, handpicks and collects the right credits that are of the highest social ratings and contain the"
Social Carbon" verification.
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ABOUT
NORDIC WAVES

Launched in 2019, Nordic
Waves Group ApS is a circular
economy pioneer located in
the heart of Copenhagen,
Denmark. We initiate, advise,
and venture in projects with
a sharp focus on making
positive impacts in
accordance to the United
Nations 17 Sustainable
Development Goals.
We find the circular economy
to be a tangible framework
for reducing our negative
impacts, protecting
ecosystems, and living within
the means of one planet.
Collaborating with business
and civil society, we seek to
play an active role in
delivering positive change by
implementing solutions that
encourage circularity and
systems change.
As of 2021, we are
collaborating with leading
developers of carbon
offsetting projects in Brazil.
We are primarily targeting
the conservation and
reforestation of the highly
important and tremendously
biodiverse organism that is
Amazonia.

THE TEAM

LAURA AAKJÆR
Project Manager
Prof.Bacelor Degree in Innovation
and Entrepreneurship.

Marianna Bissa
Project Assistant
MSc. Sustainable Energy
Engineering

NICOLAI ALEXANDROWSKI
Founder & General Manager
MSc. EBA: Innovation
Management & Business
Development.

KAIRIT KUUSIK
Project Manager
MSc. in Innovation and Global
Sustainable Development

Carolina Fernandes
Project Assistant
MSc. Environmental
Engineering

We thank you for
considering

Nordic Waves Group ApS
Nørrebrogade 20, 1.
2200 Copenhagen N
Denmark
https://nordicwaves.org
info@nordicwaves.org

